[Chronic thoracic vertebral syndrome by roundabout diagnosis].
Back pain, especially in the lumbar region is a frequent symptom in ambulatory medicine. The differential diagnosis is wide and ranges from rather harmless muscular distortions to systematic disease, such as chronic infections or cancer. Our case shows, that sometimes the diagnosis is not quite simple to determine. A atypically picture may lead to unnecessary further evaluations and in some case even invasive diagnostic tests. However, the benefit should overweight the harm and costs. Not every back pain needs to be examined in every case and with every diagnostic possibility. Recent guidelines recommend a conservative approach to patients with back pain if they are younger than 50 years of age and if cancer or chronic infection is not suspected from their clinical evaluation and past medical history. For patients older than 50 years of age and suspicion for systematic disease, a radiograph of the spine and a routine laboratory measurement, including markers of inflammation (e.g. C-reactive protein), alkaline phosphatase, PSA (prostate-specific antigen) and immune-electrophoresis is mandatory. More detailed diagnostic steps, e.g. CT or MRT, should be performed if symptoms persist for longer than 6 weeks. In addition, if symptoms do not resolve with analgesia and physiotherapy more invasive therapeutically options may be considered.